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Literature – waste related drivers

 key works have concentrated on waste generation and 
disposal drivers, focusing on

• the analysis of regional frameworks in the EU and other OECD 
countries (Hage and Soderholm, 2008; De Jaeger and Eyckmans, 
2008, Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 2009; Yamamoto et al. 2011)

• the determinants of waste performances at EU (Mazzanti and 
Zoboli, 2009, EEA, 2009) and OECD levels (Johnstone and 
Labonne, 2004).

 Empirical literature on the determinants of waste production, 
recycling, the impact of policies etc.

• Kinnaman and Fullerton, 2000; 

• Allers and Hoeben, 2010;

• Isely and Lowen, 2007

• Bel and Gradus, 2014



Literature – illegal disposal

 Sullivan (1987): different policy options to address waste 
disposal are compared in the presence of illegal waste 
disposal

 Fullerton and Kinnaman (1995): address the optimal waste 
policy under the assumption that illicit burning or dumping 
cannot be taxed directly. The authors conclude that the 
optimal fee structure is a deposit-refund system: a tax on all 
output plus a rebate on proper disposal through either 
recycling or garbage collection.

 Second best optimal instrument: 

• Choe and Fraser (1999): costly monitoring; 

• Shinkuma (2003) transaction cost associated with a recycling 
subsidy (or refund) and illegal disposal by the consumer in the 
presence of unit pricing.

• Ino (2011)



Literature – deterrence (1)

• Theoretical studies:

– Polinsky and Shavell (2000): theoretical foundation for the 
deterrence effect of monitoring and enforcement

 Several studies empirically test the impact of enforcement policies on 
the degree of compliance with environmental policy.  Evidence on 
deterrence

• Gray and Deily (1996) focus on air pollution from the steel industry 
in the US during the 1976-1989 period

• Deily and Gray (2007), focused on the same industry and period, 
and Gray and Shadbegian (2005) focused on pulp and paper mills

• Other works devoted to the US addressing water pollution (Magat
and Viscusi, 1990; Shimshack and Ward, 2005 and 2008) and toxic 
waste disposal (Alberini and Austin, 2002; Sigman, 2009)

• Support the effectiveness of enforcement in increasing compliance

• Gray and Shimshack (2011): countries features might significantly 
affect empirical evidence – yet to be investigated



Literature – deterrence (2)

 Most of the existing studies focus on the US, with very 

few exceptions 

• Almer and Goeschl (2013): panel of 44 counties from the 

German state of Baden-Württemberg for the period 1995–2005. 

Support the deterrence argument but show that political 

economy (e.g. dependency of a county on industrial activity in 

terms of employment and tax revenues) factors and that 

enforcement structure (e.g. Incarceration vs. fines) matter.

• D'Amato, Mazzanti and Nicolli (2015): use a panel data set for 

Italy (1999-2008), featuring policy and crime information data: 

Policy commitment decreases legal waste disposal. The latter is 

not necessarily a good news. Mafia reduces both kinds of legal 

behavior. 



Literature - corruption

Mokherjee and Png (1995): compensation of public officers in the 

presence of corruption - trade-off among corruption, pollution, and 

enforcement effort; the optimal compensation policy for a corruptible 

inspector, charged with monitoring pollution from a factory is 

derived. 

Polinsky and Shavell (2001): corruption (bribing or framing) “dilutes” 

deterrence. An additional trade off arises: regulators have to account for 

the potential corruption of its own inspectors, which increases with the 

fine

Abrate et al. (2014) – crime and corruption significantly increase 

inefficiency – i.e. costs - in waste management, with a greater 

impact in southern Italian regions and for municipalities which are 

less involved in recycling activities.



Motivation

 Fly tipping: illegally leaving things that you do not want next to a road, 
in fields, in rivers, etc.

 In 2005, English local authorities answered to a survey on fly tipping 
where 73 percent of them classified it as a “significant" or “major" 
problem, with respect to the 49 percent in 1997 (Webb et al. 2006).

 Landfill taxes increase over time in UK. 

 In the last years, this phenomenon increased again after a period of 
decreasing pattern. In 2013, there was an increase of 20 percent in 
aggregate fly-tipping incidents with respect to 2012 (DEFRA, 2014)

 Environmentally harmful (Baird et al., 2014)

 Decrease of property value (EPA, 1998)

 Undermines financial viability of commercially – based waste disposal
businesses, weakening the entire disposal infrastructure (Encams, 2003)



Theoretical model

 We model a three stage game

1. In the first stage, a municipal authority allocates a 
given (say, yearly) budget between waste related 
expenses (i.e. the wage to the waste authority to 
remunerate efficiency related effort) and "unproductive" 
expenses (Abrate et al. 2014; Dal Bò and Rossi, 2007). 

 Both unproductive expenses and wages generate 
benefits for the budget authority.
 Unproductive expenses boost rents and produce more benefits 

when corruption is more pervasive

 The budget authority also gets benefits from efficiency in waste 
management.



Theoretical model

2. In the second stage, a waste authority chooses policy 

and efficiency enhancing effort taking into account the 

related costs and benefits (i.e. wages)

3. In the third stage, a regulated agent chooses legal 

disposal and fly tipping according to: 

 Policy strictness

 Private costs of legal disposal

 The level of enforcement (exogenous expected fine)



Testable Hypotheses (1)

H1: Weaker enforcement implies larger fly tipping.

Intuition: a weaker enforcement implies a lower expected cost of

illegal disposal, increasing it ceteris paribus

H2: Less efficient waste management implies a stronger

incentives to fly tipping.

Intuition: inefficient (or inefficiently managed) waste

management increases waste management costs for the waste

authority, leading to a stricter policy and, therefore, to larger

incentives for illegal disposal



Testable Hypotheses (2)

H3: More pervasive corruption and/or weaker institutions imply

a lower efficiency.

As a result, an indirect negative impact of corruption on fly

tipping may arise.

Intuition: More pervasive corruption implies larger benefits from

unproductive activities by the budget authority. This implies that

a lower wage is devoted to providing incentives to efficiency

enhancing effort. Waste management costs are therefore larger,

providing stronger incentives for illegal disposal (Mokherjee and

Png, 1995).



Dataset description

 Unit of analysis: 352 English local authorities

 Period: 2011 – 2014

 Sources: Audit Commission Office, UK Department for

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), Environment

Agency, Flycapture, Home Office Police Recorded Crime

(PRC), Office for National Statistics (ONS)

 Feasible Generalized Least Square – Random Effect
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Empirical strategy (1)

 Number of available landfills within 5 miles from the

municipalities’ urban center.

 Efficiency score per municipality: “The main problem in

measuring efficiency lies in the knowledge of the

production function.” (Lopez et al., 2011)

 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), (Banker et al., 1984)

 Input: per – capita waste management cost

 Output: per – capita waste quantity legally collected
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Empirical strategy (2)

 Corruption variable: “Use of public office for private

gain.” (World Bank, 1997)

• Fraud for abuse of position

• Fraud for perverting the course of justice

• Fraud for disclosure of information
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Empirical strategy (3)

 Deterrence variables:

• Fines

• Custodial sentence

 Integrated vs not integrated waste management
activities:

• Dummy identifying whether waste collection is performed
jointly with waste disposal
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Empirical Results 1

N=793
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Empirical Results 2

N=710



Main findings (…so far - 1)

1. Efficiency:

• corruption plays an ambiguous role in efficiency. More
investigation is neeeded.

• Collection-only municipalities are more efficient

• Density decreases efficiency

2. Fly-tipping

• Efficiency score: Efficiency in municipal solid waste
management reduces fly – tipping

• Role of deterrence not clear – role of fines level
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Fines
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Discussion (1)

 Unemployment: what explanation for positive impact on

efficiency?

• Tentative explanation: poorer muncipalities cannot afford «too

large» costs

 Lagged deterrence variables: signs and significance are

confirmed

• Small firms are characterized by larger fly tipping: ignorance

concerning legal responsibilities and duties of care (Webb et

al., 2006)
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Discussion (2)
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Thanks for your attention
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